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~Received 10 August 2004; accepted 24 September 2004!

Relative integrated cross sections are measured for rotationally inelastic scattering of NO(2P1/2),
hexapole selected in the upperL-doublet level of the ground rotational state (j 50.5), in collisions
with He at a nominal energy of 514 cm21. Application of a static electric fieldE in the scattering
region, directed parallel or antiparallel to the relative velocity vectorv, allows the state-selected NO
molecule to be oriented with either the N end or the O end towards the incoming He atom.
Laser-induced fluorescence detection of the final state of the NO molecule is used to determine the
experimental steric asymmetry, SA[(sv↑↓E2sv↑↑E)/(sv↑↓E1sv↑↑E), which is equal to within a
factor of ~21! to the molecular steric effect,Si→ f[(sHe→NO2sHe→ON)/(sHe→NO1sHe→ON). The
dependence of the integral inelastic cross section on the incomingL-doublet component is also
observed as a function of the final rotational (j 8), spin-orbit ~V8!, andL-doublet~e8! state. The
measured steric asymmetries are significantly larger than previously observed for NO-Ar scattering,
supporting earlier proposals that the repulsive part of the interaction potential is responsible for the
steric asymmetry. In contrast to the case of scattering with Ar, the steric asymmetry of NO-He
collisions is not very sensitive to the value ofV8. However, theL-doublet propensities are very
different for @V50.5(F1)→V851.5(F2)# and @V50.5(F1)→V850.5(F1)# transitions.
Spin-orbit manifold conserving collisions exhibit a propensity for parity conservation at lowD j , but
spin-orbit manifold changing collisions do not show this propensity. In conjunction with the
experiments, state-to-state cross sections for scattering of oriented NO(2P) molecules with He
atoms are predicted from close-coupling calculations on restricted coupled-cluster methods
including single, double, and noniterated triple excitations@J. Klos, G. Chalasinski, M. T. Berry, R.
Bukowski, and S. M. Cybulski, J. Chem. Phys.112, 2195 ~2000!# and correlated electron-pair
approximation@M. Yang and M. H. Alexander, J. Chem. Phys.103, 6973~1995!# potential energy
surfaces. The calculated steric asymmetrySi→ f of the inelastic cross sections atEtr5514 cm21 is
in reasonable agreement with that derived from the present experimental measurements for both
spin-manifold conserving (F1→F1) and spin-manifold changing (F1→F2) collisions, except that
the overall sign of the effect is opposite. Additionally, calculated field-free integral cross sections for
collisions atEtr5508 cm21 are compared to the experimental data of Joswiget al. @J. Chem. Phys.
85, 1904 ~1986!#. Finally, the calculated differential cross section for collision energyEtr

5491 cm21 is compared to experimental data of Westleyet al. @J. Chem. Phys.114, 2669~2001!#
for the spin-orbit conserving transitionF1 ( j 50.5)→F1f ( j 853.5). © 2004 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1818123#

I. INTRODUCTION

The inelastic scattering of open-shell molecules is a
source of detailed information about energy exchange during

evolution on coupled surfaces. Scattering of NO from rare
gas atoms has served as a convenient prototype for investi-
gations of open-shell molecular energy transfer. The spec-
troscopy of NO is well-developed and state-specific detec-
tion of scattered products is readily achievable. Additionally,
it is possible to select a single rotational andL-doublet state
of NO from a molecular beam with a hexapole state selector,
and subsequently to orient the axis of the state-selected NO
molecule in the laboratory frame by application of a static
electric field.1–4 Scattering from such a prepared state per-
mits the measurement of the steric asymmetry in inelastic
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scattering, that is, the difference in scattering efficiency be-
tween collisions on the N and O ends of the molecule.4–6

The NO-Ar system has been the most thoroughly inves-
tigated of the NO rare gas collision systems. State-specific
integral7–12 and differential13–17 cross section measurements
for inelastic scattering of ground state NO have been com-
pared with high-level quantum calculations,16–18and the vec-
tor correlations in the final products mapped in exquisite
detail.19–21 The steric asymmetry for spin-orbit conserving
scattering of NO-Ar shows striking oscillations withD j ; for
D j even, collisions with the N end of the molecule are pre-
ferred, and forD j odd, collisions with the O end are more
effective.5,6 Although it is reproduced in quantum scattering
calculations5,22,23 ~to within the overall sign of the effect24!,
there is at present no simple physical picture of the source of
this alternation. Examination of theT-matrix description of
the collision process shows that the difference between scat-
tering from the N and O end of the molecule is dependent on
interference terms between transitions frome and f initial
L-doublet levels.5,22 The alternation between even and odd
D j is reminiscent of other interference effects in near-
homonuclear molecules.9,25 Calculation of the steric effect in
rotationally inelastic collisions of NO and Ar on modified
test potentials suggests that scattering from the repulsive
core is most important in producing the alternation with
D j .23

The present work investigates steric effects in inelastic
scattering of NO and He, a system where repulsive interac-
tions dominate. Much is already known about NO-He scat-
tering, although it has been less comprehensively studied
than NO-Ar. Integral and differential cross sections for
NO-He scattering have been measured by several groups.
Using crossed molecular beams and laser-induced fluores-
cence~LIF! detection, Joswig, Andresen, and Schinke10 de-
termined state-resolved integral cross sections for NO scat-
tering from rare gas partners. Meyer26 scattered counter-
propagating beams of NO and He and detected the inelasti-
cally scattered products with resonant multiphoton ionization
and ion time-of-flight analysis. He derived state-resolved
relative integral and differential cross sections and measured
angular momentum alignment of the products.27 Chandler
and co-workers28 measured differential cross sections for
scattering of initially cold NO(2P1/2) to individual final ro-
tational andL-doublet levels in both the2P1/2 and 2P3/2

manifolds. Smith and co-workers8 used a rotating-source
crossed molecular beam apparatus to measure final rotational
state populations for NO-He and NO-Ar inelastic scattering
as a function of collision energy. State-to-state rate coeffi-
cients for rotational energy transfer in vibrationally excited
NO rare gas collisions have been measured by Smith’s
group29–31 at temperatures down to 7 K and for the ground
vibrational state by Ball and De Lucia at 4.2 K.32 Drabbels
et al.33 measured parity-resolved state-to-state cross sections
for scattering of NO (v520, j 50.5) and compared to close-
coupled scattering calculations on the correlated electron-
pair approximation~CEPA! surface of Yang and Alexander.34

More recently anotherab initio He-NO surface has been cal-
culated by Kłos et al.35 using restricted coupled-cluster
methods including single, double, and noniterated triple ex-

citations @RCCSD~T!#. Alexander22 calculated steric effects
for several inelastic scattering transitions of NO-He using the
CEPA surface34 and predicted large steric asymmetries and
oscillations withD j similar to those seen in NO-Ar scatter-
ing.

This work reports the experimental measurements of the
steric asymmetry for inelastic scattering of NO(2P1/2, j
50.5) with He. Distinct alternations in the sign of the steric
asymmetry appear in both spin-orbit changing and spin-orbit
conserving transitions. The propensity forL-doublet chang-
ing or conserving collisions is also measured. The experi-
mental results are compared to quantum scattering calcula-
tions on the CEPA surface of Yang and Alexander34 and the
RCCSD~T! surface of Kłoset al.35 Calculations on both sur-
faces reproduce the experimental results with reasonable ac-
curacy to within the overall sign, with somewhat poorer
agreement for spin-orbit changing collisions than for spin-
orbit conserving collisions.

II. CALCULATIONS

A. Formalism of oriented molecule scattering

In scattering involving radicals in a2P state the relative
translational motion of the collision partner can change the
rotational and also internal electronic motion. The NO mol-
ecule in the ground2P state is split into two spin-orbit com-
ponents with projectionV of the total angular momentum on
the internuclear axis ofV50.5 @labeled in Hund’s case~a! as
F1] and V51.5 ~labeled asF2). Then each rotational level
is split into two closely separatedL-doublet levels of spec-
troscopic parity e ~symmetry quantum numbere511!
and f ~e521!. The total parity p is related to e by
e5p(21) j 2S, whereS is the total spin (S51/2). The pres-
ence of a structureless collision partner, in this case a He
atom, removes the cylindrical degeneracy of the2P state of
the NO molecule. The full description of the collision there-
fore involves two adiabatic potential energy surfaces, one of
A8 and one ofA9 symmetry with respect to the reflection in
the plane of the three atoms.

These adiabatic surfaces are obtained fromab initio cal-
culations. The expansion of the potential surfaces for van der
Waals complexes between rare gas atoms and molecules in
2P states is described by Alexander23 and generally in the
work of Zeimenet al.36,37 Briefly, the intermolecular poten-
tial energy operatorV is expanded in the set of diabatic states
uL& where the projection of the electronic orbital angular mo-
mentumL561. These diabatic states are components of the
P state and are defined in coordinates (R,u,f) that specify
the position of the He atom relative to the NO center of mass
and the molecule-fixedẑ axis pointing from the O atom to
the N atom along the molecular bond. The expansions can be
written down as follows:

V̂5 (
L1 ,L2

uL1&VL1 ,L2
~R,u!^L2u. ~1!

The matrix elementsVL1 ,L2
(R,u) are the diabatic potential

energy surfaces for the He-NO(2P) system. These diabatic
matrix elements can be expanded in a series of Racah nor-
malized spherical harmonicsClm(u,f):
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VL1 ,L2
~R,u!5(

l ,m
vL1 ,L2

l ,m ~R!Clm~u,0!. ~2!

From the invariance properties of the electronic Hamiltonian
under rotations of the entire system36,37 one can derive that
all expansion coefficientsvL1 ,L2

l ,m (R) vanish except those

with m5L22L1 . The connection between the adiabatic po-
tentials ofA8 andA9 symmetry and the diabatic potentials is

VA85^1uVu1&5V1,12V1,21 ,
~3!

VA95^2uVu2&5V1,11V1,21 ,

where the adiabatic states are given in terms of the diabatic
basis by uA8&5u1&5221/2(u21&2u1&) and uA9&5u2&
5221/2i (u21&1u1&). For the2P state of NO it gives non-
vanishing diagonal expansion coefficients withm50 and
off-diagonal coefficients withm562.

Using Eqs.~2! and ~3! one can obtain the expansion
formulas36,37for diabatic potentials used in the scattering cal-
culations:

V1,1~R,u!5
VA81VA9

2
5(

l
v l ,0~R!Cl ,0~u,0!,

~4!
V1,21~R,u!5V21,1~R,u!

5
VA92VA8

2
5(

l
v l ,22~R!Cl ,22~u,0!.

The V1,1(R,u) surface is also calledVsum and the
V1,21(R,u) is calledVdi f f .23 In the work of Alexander and
Stolte23 the expansion ofV1,21(R,u) differs only in the nor-
malization constant of the spherical harmonics. The
V1,1(R,u) and theV1,21(R,u) surfaces from the RCCSD~T!
calculations of Kłoset al.35 are shown in Fig. 1.

The NO(2P) molecule can be described in the Hund’s
coupling case~a!, with a relatively large spin-orbit splitting
between2P1/2 ~ground! and2P3/2 states. The NO spin-orbit
splitting isDSO5123.14 cm21, and the rotational constant of
the molecule isB51.696 11 cm21.38 The states of NO can
be expanded in the following basis functions:

uL,S,V, j ,mj&5uL,S,V&F2 j 11

4p G1/2

Dmj ,V
~ j !* ~fc ,uc,0!,

~5!

where the polar and azimuthal angles (uc ,fc) describe the
orientation of the NO axis with respect to the laboratory
collision frame, for which thez axis is chosen parallel to the
initial relative velocity vectorv[(vHe2vNO)5dR/dt. The
uL,S,V& basis function describes the electronic angular mo-
mentum and spin of the NO molecule. Thej denotes the total
angular momentum quantum number of NO. TheV quantum
number is the projection of total angular momentum of NO
on its internuclear axis andmj is its projection on the labo-
ratory ẑ axis. In this case,L561 andS51/2. The elements
of the WignerD matrix describe the rotation of the NO mol-
ecule. From this basis one can construct the parity-adapted
basis,

uuLu,S,V, j ,mj ,e&5221/2@ uL,S,V, j ,mj&

1p~21! j 2Su2L,S,2V, j ,mj&],

~6!

consisting of eigenfunctions of the inversion operator with
eigenvaluesp561. The spectroscopic paritye is related to
the total parity bye5p(21) j 2S. The basis functions with
e511 are labeled with the labele and those withe521 with
the labelf. The interaction with other electronic states gives
a splitting between states ofe and f symmetry, which is
called theL-doublet splitting, and is on the order of 0.012
cm21 for the 2P1/2 ground state of the NO molecule.35

The electric fieldE, applied in the experiment to orient
NO molecules before collisions with the He beam, mixes
field-free states ofe and f parity,

u j ,mj ,V,6E&5au j ,mj ,V, f &6bu j ,mj ,V,e&, ~7!

with the normalizationa21b251 and where theuLu51 and
S51/2 labels are omitted for brevity. The direction ofE
determines which end of the molecule points preferentially
towards the He atom. The real mixing parametersa and b
are obtained from the solution of a 232 Stark mixing
Hamiltonian.39 Similarly, mixing of field-free scattering am-
plitudes is employed to evaluate the scattering amplitude
from the initial mixed state in the presence of the electric
field to the final states of NO molecule in the field-free basis:

FIG. 1. Contour plots of the sum and difference poten-
tials ~energy in cm21! for NO-He from the RCCSD~T!
calculations of Kłoset al. ~Ref. 35!. The angleu50°
corresponds to the collinear He-NO configuration and
u5180° to He-ON. Dashed contours represent attrac-
tive regions of the surface and solid contours represent
repulsive regions. The dashed contours are spaced by 2
cm21 and the solid contours by 100 cm21 for V1,1 ~left
panel!. The contour spacing is 10 cm21 for the differ-
ence potentialV1,21 ~right panel!.
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f jmjV6E→ j 8m
j8V8e85a f jmjV f→ j 8m

j8V8e8

6b f jmjVe→ j 8m
j8V8e8 . ~8!

The calculated integral cross sections from these scattering
amplitudes for collisions of oriented NO molecules are used
to define the steric asymmetry for the transition from initial
statei to final statef:23,24

Si→ f5
sHe→NO2sHe→ON

sHe→NO1sHe→ON
. ~9!

The theory applied in these calculations was also presented
earlier23 and incorporated in theHIBRIDON package40 which
is used in this work.

B. Outline of scattering calculations

Full close-coupling calculations are performed for colli-
sion energyEtr5514 cm21, corresponding to the present ex-
perimental conditions. The mixing parametersa and b are
a50.883 andb50.470. In the initial beam of NO only one
state is significantly populated,j 50.5 andV50.5 (F1). The
hexapole selects the upper statee521 ( f ) L doublet of NO,
so this is chosen as the initial state in the field-free calcula-
tion. The average orientation of the NO molecule, given by
the mean value of the cosine of the angleuE between the
molecular axis and the direction of the applied electric field
E, can be expressed as a function of the mixing parameters
and the maximum degree of orientation (^cosuE&max51/3 for
a j 50.5 state!: ^cosuE&52ab^cosuE&max. The experimental
mixing parameters correspond to an averaged orientation of
83% of the maximum value.

The calculations are performed with theHIBRIDON

package40 using a log-derivative propagator in the radial
range (4.0– 12.0)a0 with a step size of 0.14a0 and an Airy
propagator in the long range forR.1200 with a seven-times
larger step. To ensure proper convergence of the calculated
cross sections the summation over total angular momentum
quantum numberJtot is carried out up toJtot,max5120.5. All
channels of the NO molecule are included up toj max520.5.
Calculations are performed on the recently published
coupled-cluster @RCCSD~T!# potential energy surface35

~PES! and on the older correlated electron-pair approxima-
tion ~CEPA! PES of Yang and Alexander.34

III. EXPERIMENT

The measurements are carried out using a crossed,
pulsed, molecular-beam scattering apparatus, similar to that
described in earlier studies.5–7 NO molecules are expanded
through a 0.8 mm diameter pulsed~10 Hz! nozzle from a
16% mixture of NO in Ar at a stagnation pressure of 3.5 bar.
The skimmed beam passes through a 167 cm long hexapole
assembly that focuses the molecules in the selected
u jmjV̄e&5u1/261/2 1/221& state into the scattering center,
293 cm from the pulsed nozzle source.6 The NO beam is
crossed at 90° by a beam of He, expanded from a stagnation
pressure of 3 bar through a 0.9 mm pulsed nozzle at 5 Hz
and collimated by a 1.9 mm skimmer placed 1.4 cm from the
nozzle. The distance from the He pulsed nozzle to the scat-
tering center is 8.4 cm. The speeds of both beams,v̄NO

5594 m s21 and v̄He51764 m s21, yield a nominal center-
of-mass collision energy of;514 cm21. The state-selected
NO molecules are oriented by a 10 kV cm21 dc electric field,
applied parallel or antiparallel to the relative velocity vector.6

This applied field creates a superposition of parity states with
a definite laboratory frame orientation; the negatively
charged end of the NO molecule points preferentially to-
wards the negative electrodes. The coefficients describing
this superposition have been experimentally deduced from
measurements of LIF intensities of field-induced transitions.4

The scattered NO molecules are monitored as a function
of final quantum state via LIF, using the frequency doubled
~;226 nm! output of a Nd:YAG~YAG—yttrium aluminum
garnet! pumped dye laser operating at 10 Hz. The pulse en-
ergy of the laser is typically several hundreds of microjoules
and the frequency bandwidth is 0.15 cm21 ~full width at half
maximum!. The propagation direction and the linear polar-
ization of the laser lie in the plane of the molecular beams;
the laser makes an angle of;30° with the relative velocity
vector. The fluorescence is collected perpendicular to the
plane of the molecular and laser beams, filtered by a cell of
liquid CH2Cl2 , and imaged onto a solar-blind photomulti-
plier tube~PMT!. The PMT voltage can be gated in time to
discriminate against scattered laser light.

The output of the PMT is collected by a gated integrator
and boxcar averager, and transferred to a personal computer
~PC!. The repetition rate of the secondary beam is half of that
of the NO beam and of the laser so that the signal with and
without the He beam is measured on alternate laser shots.
The subtraction of the scattered signal and the baseline sig-
nal, yielding the LIF signal for molecules scattered from the
prepared initial state to the probed final stateu j 8V8e8&, is
carried out for successive pairs of laser shots in the PC. After
100 pairs of laser pulses in the absence of the orientation
field ~probing the scattered signal of the pure upper
L-doublet component!, voltage is applied to the orientation
electrodes. The scattered signal at one orientation is then
collected for 100 pairs of pulses, followed by reversal of the
orientation field, a pause of 2 s, and collection of signal for
100 pairs of pulses at the opposite direction. Finally the volt-
age of the orientation field is again set to 0 kV. This cycle is
repeated 12–15 times. To eliminate possible bias if the de-
termination of the scattered signal for one orientation was
always preceded by the zero field measurements, the order of
the measurements of the two orientations is switched on al-
ternate cycles. For the selected state, with a positive Stark
effect, the positively charged end of the molecule will point
towards the positive electrode. With the electric field defined
as pointing from positive to negative polarity, the relative
LIF signals for the two orientations of the electric field,
I (v↑↑E)[I 1 andI (v↑↓E)[I 2, are proportional to the rela-
tive inelastic cross sections for collisions of He with the
positive and negative end of the NO dipole.

The apparatus function relating the relative LIF intensi-
ties to relative inelastic scattering cross sections has been
evaluated based on the geometry and beam velocities of the
present experimental configuration.41 The measurement of
the steric effect is insignificantly affected by the apparatus
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function, because most possible confounding factors relate to
the dependence of the final velocity on the scattering angle
and are insensitive to the direction of the electric field. The
apparatus function slightly favors detection of forward scat-
tered products, as shown in Fig. 2, but the field-dependent
ratio of LIF signals should still closely approximate the
angle-averaged steric asymmetry. Effects of the polarized la-
ser detection are expected to be minimal, despite the fact that
the angular momentum vector of the scattered product may
be aligned.21,26,27The detection probability using linear po-
larization, even for anisotropic finalmj8 distributions, should
be invariant to a change in the direction of the dc field. It is
possible that detection on different rotational transitions
could preferentially probe different scattering angles because
of product alignment, and provide a glimpse of possible
scattering-angle dependent steric effects. However, measure-
ments of steric effects onQ and P, R branches showed no
significant systematic variation under the present~partially
saturated! conditions. More sophisticated measurements will
be required to obtain information on orientation-resolved dif-
ferential cross sections.

The experimentally accessible steric effect is given by
the difference between the LIF signals for opposite orienta-
tions of the static field, normalized by their sum:

SA[
sv↑↓E2sv↑↑E

sv↑↓E1sv↑↑E

>
I 22I 1

I 21I 1
>

sHe→NO2sHe→ON

sHe→NO1sHe→ON
[Si→ f . ~10!

The relationship of the experimental quantity SA with the
molecular steric effectSi→ f requires knowledge of which
end of the NO molecule is selected in the collision frame.
This in turn enables comparison with the calculations of the
steric effect, which should yieldSi→ f directly. The identifi-

cation in Eq.~10! uses the directly measured orientation of
the applied static field and the sign of the dipole moment
from ab initio calculations, Nd2Od1,42 and assumes no long-
range collision-induced reorientation. As will be seen below,
this assignment results in a disagreement of a factor of21
between theory and experiment. The statistical spread in the
individual measurements of the steric effect~i.e., the 12–15
cycles of the orientation of the applied field! is used to derive
the experimental precision of the determination of SA.

The measurement of the zero-field signal, proportional to
the scattering from the selected puree521 state, can be
combined with the orientation measurements to derive the
relative state-to-state inelastic cross sections from individual
L-doublet levels. The average of the signals at the two ori-
entations is proportional to the average of the cross sections
for scattering from the two initialL-doublet states:

I 21I 1}a2se521→u j 8V8e8&1b2se51→u j 8V8e8& . ~11!

Combining this with the measured zero-field signal,I 0

}se521u→u j 8V8e8& , and assuming that the apparatus function
does not change with applied dc field~i.e., the proportional-
ity constants are equal!, the ratio of cross sections from the
different initial L-doublet states to the probed final state can
be estimated as

I 21I 1

I 0
5

a2se521→u j 8V8e8&1b2se511→u j 8V8e8&

se521→u j 8V8e8&
, ~12!

Le8[
se511→u j 8V8e8&

se521→u j 8V8e8&
5

I 21I 1

I 0
2a2

b2
. ~13!

The derived ratio ofL-doublet cross sections,Le8 , is least
reliable nearLe850. For values of (I 21I 1)/I 0 close toa2,
Le8 is very sensitive to inaccuracies in the computed mixing
coefficients and to possible inhomogeneities in the orienta-
tion field. A 10% error in the square of the mixing coefficient
would correspond to an uncertainty in the ratio of cross sec-
tions of ;0.4 nearLe850.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Calculated integral and differential cross sections

Predicted integral cross sections forEtr5508 cm21 are
presented in Fig. 3 together with the experimental data from
Joswiget al.10 The absolute value of the integral cross sec-
tions was estimated by Joswiget al.10 from a comparison to
the total attenuation of the primary beam. In Fig. 3, the ex-
perimental results are scaled to the total calculated cross sec-
tion, i.e., the sum of the experimental cross sections matches
the sum of the calculated cross sections on the RCCSD~T!
surface. The agreement is quite satisfactory for both spin-
orbit conserving and spin-orbit changing collisions. The
RCCSD~T! and the CEPA surfaces give slightly different
branching between theF1→F1 andF1→F2 scattering, with
the RCCSD~T! results in closer agreement with the experi-
ment; however, the shapes of the finalj 8 distributions are
very similar for the two surfaces. The differential cross sec-
tions ~DCS! for the spin-orbit conserving transition fromj

FIG. 2. The normalized calculated relative LIF detection probability as a
function of center-of-mass scattering angleq for scattered NO molecules in
final stateF1( j 851.5) ~solid line! and F1( j 8515.5) ~dashed line! in the
present experimental arrangement. The inset shows a Newton diagram for
the experiment, with a Newton sphere corresponding to a nearly-elastic
collision.
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50.5 to final statej 853.5 atEtr5491 cm21, calculated us-
ing the RCCSD~T! ~Ref. 35! and CEPA~Ref. 34! surfaces,
are shown in Fig. 4. The results are compared to the experi-
mental results of Westleyet al.28 The results on the
RCCSD~T! surface show a maximum in the differential cross
section closer to the experimental maximum than do the cal-
culations on the CEPA PES. However, calculations on both
surfaces predict the maximum at larger scattering angles. The
experimental maximum of the DCS occurs at'q545°, and
the RCCSD~T! maximum is near 50°. The differential cross
section on the CEPA surface has its maximum at 60°.
Westleyet al.28 reported this same discrepancy between cal-
culated scattering on the Yang and Alexander34 CEPA poten-

tial and the experimental DCS. Based on a fit of their experi-
mental rainbow maxima results to scattering from a hard
ellipsoid model potential, they suggested that the repulsive
core in the CEPA surface was insufficiently anisotropic. The
anisotropy of the repulsive part of the RCCSD~T! sum po-
tential is greater than that on the CEPA PES, and the maxi-
mum in the DCS for scattering on the RCCSD~T! surface is
indeed closer to the experimental value.

B. Steric effects and L-doublet propensities
for F1\F1 transitions

The experimental and calculated steric asymmetries
(SA,Si→ f) and L-doublet propensities (Le8) for transitions
to theF1 state are given in Table I. The experimental uncer-
tainties in Table I represent61s precision based on the sta-
tistical uncertainty in the steric effect determination, and do
not include possible systematic errors, such as inhomogene-
ities in the orientation field or errors in the assumed mixing
coefficients. Where several experiments have been per-
formed for a final rotational state, the individual values and
uncertainties are listed.

The highest final rotational state detected isj 8512.5,
with a rotational energy ofErot5281 cm21, well below the
nominal translational energy of 514 cm21. By comparison,
experiments in which NO(j 50.5) scattered from Ar at simi-
lar collision energy detected rotational states up to 16.5.6

This phenomenon was also noted in previous scattering
experiments8,26,28 and attributed to an angular momentum
constraint on the rotational energy disposal.8 This constraint
may indicate that the anisotropy of the He-NO potential
surfaces34,35 is too weak to achieve a facile~classically al-
lowed! conversion of all translational energy to rotational
energy.43

The steric asymmetry for scattering into thee and f lev-
els of theF1 manifold is plotted in Fig. 5. As in the case of
NO-Ar scattering, the steric asymmetry exhibits a striking
oscillation with the change in rotational quantum number
D j . The ‘‘phase’’ of the oscillation is the same as in NO-Ar,5

i.e., SA is negative for oddD j and positive for evenD j .
However, the amplitude of the oscillations is much larger for
NO-He than for NO-Ar, which supports the suggestion of
Alexander and Stolte23 that the alternation in steric asymme-
try originates from scattering off the repulsive shell. The in-
teraction of NO with He is considerably less attractive
@De(NO-He);25 cm21# ~Ref. 35! than NO with Ar
@De(NO-Ar);116 cm21#.18 Scattering intof states shows
smaller absolute values of the steric asymmetry than scatter-
ing into e states for nearly allj 8.

The calculated steric asymmetries for both the
RCCSD~T! and CEPA surfaces are also shown in Fig. 5. The
calculations agree well with the measurements, except for
the absolute sign of the steric asymmetry. The comparison of
the sign of the experimental steric effect with calculated
steric effects remains somewhat open to question.24 The sign
of the experimental steric effect SA is fixed by directly mea-
suring the applied voltages and spectroscopically establish-
ing that the low-field seekingL-doublet state is preserved in
the scattering center.24 The sign of the steric asymmetrySi→ f

in the calculations depends on the definition of the coordi-

FIG. 3. Comparison of the calculated and experimental~Ref. 10! integral
cross sections for scattering of NOF1( j 50.5) by He atEtr5508 cm21 into
final rotational statesj 8 of the F1 and F2 manifolds. The experimental
results are scaled so that the sum of the experimental cross sections matches
the sum of the calculated cross sections on the RCCSD~T! ~Ref. 35! surface.

FIG. 4. Differential cross sections for scattering from theF1( j 50.5) state
into theF1f ( j 853.5) state in collisions with He atEtr5491 cm21, calcu-
lated on the RCCSD~T! ~Ref. 35! ~solid line! and CEPA~Ref. 34! ~dashed
line! surfaces, compared to the experimental measurements of Westleyet al.
~Ref. 28! ~filled circles!.
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nates of the collision frame. The two quantities can be re-
lated by using the calculated direction of the NO dipole
moment,42 which causes the sign of the experimentally de-
rived steric effect to oppose that of the calculations.24 A reso-
lution of the sign disagreement remains elusive; for the
present comparisons, the calculated steric asymmetries are
referenced to the right axis, which is simply the left axis
multiplied by 21, to emphasize the agreement of the calcu-
lated magnitude with the experimental determination. The
calculations on both surfaces reproduce the alternation in SA
with even and oddD j . The RCCSD~T! surface gives a larger
magnitude of the steric asymmetry at highD j than does the
CEPA surface, in better agreement with experiment. This dif-
ference may be attributable to the greater anisotropy of the
repulsive core in the RCCSD~T! potential.

The dependence of the ratioLe8 for the spin-orbit mani-
fold conserving collisions is displayed in Fig. 6 for outgoing
e and f levels. The computedL-doublet propensities are in
relatively good agreement with the experimental determina-
tions. The calculations on the RCCSD~T! surface match the
experimental values slightly more closely than those on the
CEPA surface for highD j . Because NO(2P1/2) is well de-

scribed by Hund’s case~a! for low j, the inelastic cross sec-
tion should be unchanged upon reversing the parity index of
both initial and final states.44 This invariance in turn implies
the following relationship:

Le8515Le5
s j ,e→ j 8,e

s j , f→ j 8,e
5

s j , f→ j 8, f

s j ,e→ j 8, f
5~Le8521!21. ~14!

That is, in the Hund’s case~a! limit the values ofLe8 for
outgoing e and f levels should be reciprocal. Both experi-
mental and theoretical data obey Eq.~14! reasonably well for
spin-orbit conserving transitions.

For D j <6 there appears to be a preference for overall
parity @p5e(21) j 21/2# conservation, i.e.,Le8.1 for odd
D j transitions tof levels and for evenD j transitions toe
levels,Le8,1 otherwise. Parity conservation has also been
observed by Drabbelset al. in collisions of NO (v520, j
50.5) with He.33 The parity conserving transitions are facili-
tated by evenl terms in the angular expansion of the poten-
tial energy surface@Eq. ~4!#,45 and so are a manifestation of
the ‘‘nearly homonuclear’’ character of NO. ForD j .6 the
L-doublet quantum number is preferentially preserved, with

TABLE I. Steric asymmetries andL-doublet propensities forF1→F1 scattering. Uncertainty estimates reflect
the precision of the individual determinations and do not include possible systematic errors.

j 8 e8

Steric asymmetry L-doublet propensity

Experiment
SA ~61s!

RCCSD~T!
Si→ f

CEPA
Si→ f

Experiment
Le8(61s)

RCCSD~T!
Le8

CEPA
Le8

1.5 1 20.08260.009 0.0604 0.0432 0.7060.06 0.5506 0.4518
1.5 1 20.06060.009 0.6560.06
1.5 21 0.0360.01 0.1001 0.0861 1.960.2 1.9009 2.3387
2.5 1 0.16660.007 20.2075 20.2219 3.2360.09 3.9405 4.7811
2.5 1 0.2060.01 3.260.2
2.5 21 0.09260.005 20.0755 20.0715 0.5260.05 0.2594 0.2131
3.5 1 20.07060.006 0.1274 0.121 0.7760.04 0.7732 0.6835
3.5 21 20.09760.008 0.1602 0.1687 1.760.1 1.3275 1.5118
4.5 1 0.40060.007 20.4163 20.4548 2.3860.08 2.1753 2.3983
4.5 1 0.39860.005 2.360.1
4.5 21 0.28060.008 20.2328 20.2384 ¯ 0.4904 0.4522
5.5 1 20.38160.007 0.3800 0.4065 1.2460.06 1.3015 1.1866
5.5 1 20.32360.007 1.0160.08
5.5 21 20.39160.006 0.3167 0.3562 1.1160.07 0.7484 0.8173
6.5 1 0.57060.009 20.4470 20.4454 1.560.1 1.3664 1.6735
6.5 21 0.4360.04 20.3368 20.2824 0.3860.15 0.7766 0.6553
6.5 21 0.49260.007 0.7260.08
6.5 21 0.4260.01 0.8360.10
7.5 1 20.6660.01 0.6334 0.6322 ¯ 2.1606 1.9475
7.5 21 20.48460.008 0.3713 0.4067 ¯ 0.4799 0.5307
7.5 21 20.50060.007 0.5160.08
7.5 21 20.4860.01 0.7060.09
8.5 1 0.5260.01 20.4334 20.3865 ¯ 1.4756 2.4577
8.5 21 0.3060.01 20.2318 20.1241 0.6960.07 0.6311 0.4443
8.5 21 0.3060.02 0.660.1
9.5 1 20.4960.03 0.7334 0.6887 1.960.3 2.9224 2.2983
9.5 21 20.4960.02 0.3940 0.4392 0.860.1 0.4613 0.6532

10.5 1 0.4560.03 20.5007 20.0890 1.360.4 2.3874 4.6323
10.5 1 0.4360.03 1.860.3
10.5 21 0.0960.05 20.0469 0.1148 0.360.3 0.2329 0.3224
11.5 1 20.560.1 0.5274 0.0818 2.361.4 4.3352 0.7603
11.5 21 20.3360.09 0.5073 0.3407 ¯

12.5 1 20.4260.08 0.760.7 0.354
12.5 1 0.260.1 1.761.2
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se→e85e.se→e852e , or Le8.1 for e851 (e) states and
Le8,1 for e8521 ( f ) states. A propensity for overall parity
conservation may also be manifested in the steric asymme-
tries. In the Hund’s case~a! limit, suited to thej 50.5 initial
state, the numerator in the expression for the steric asymme-
try, (sHe→NO2sHe→ON), should not change with the outgo-
ing L-doublet level,23 and (sHe→NO2sHe→ON) will depend
only on D j , not one. Because the degree of mixing of the
initial state in the electric orientation field is relatively low
(b250.221), Eq.~10! suggests that for pure case~a! mol-
ecules if Le8.1, then SAe8.SA2e8 and if Le8,1, then
SAe8,SA2e8 . A propensity for overall parity conservation
further implies that the overall~orientation averaged! cross
section for scattering out of the field-induced state,
(sHe→NO1sHe→ON)/2, will be larger for states with the same
overall parity as the hexapole selected (j 50.5,e521! state.
Thus, the magnitude of SA will be greater for finale states
than forf states whenD j is even anduSAu will be greater for
f states whenD j is odd, if parity conservation in the outgo-
ing state prevails and the Hund’s case~a! coupling is appro-
priate.

C. Steric effects and L-doublet propensities
for F1\F2 transitions

The steric asymmetries andL-doublet propensities for
spin-orbit manifold changing transitions (F1→F2) are given
in Table II. The dependence of the steric asymmetry on the
final rotational state is plotted in Fig. 7. Overall, N-end col-
lisions are calculated to be more likely to produce a change
in the spin-orbit level. The dependence of the steric asym-

metry upon theL-doublet component in the outgoing state is
smaller in (F1→F2) than in (F1→F1) scattering, suggesting
a tendency for parity breaking transitions. Comparison of the
upper and lower panels of Fig. 7 reveals that the overall
preference for N-end collisions compared to O-end collisions
is greater forF2e than for F2f outgoing states. As earlier
calculated by Yang and Alexander34 the F2e states, which
correlate with departure along theA9 PES, are favored in an
F1→F2 transition, andF1f is preferred overF1e when the
spin-orbit state is conserved.

The steric asymmetry exhibits an oscillatory behavior
with the same phase as observed for the spin-orbit conserv-
ing NO-He collisions. For 4<D j <10 ~except for scattering
to thef level of j 8510.5) the sign of the steric effect appears
to depend simply on whetherD j is odd or even. By compari-
son, the steric asymmetry for spin-orbit manifold changing
NO-Ar collisions shows significantly attenuated alternations
with D j .22,23,41,46For NO-He the alternation is equally strong
for (F1→F2) and (F1→F1) scattering, perhaps because of
the dominance of repulsive interactions in the rotational en-
ergy transfer. The agreement between calculated and experi-
mental steric asymmetries is slightly worse for the spin-orbit
changing collisions than for the spin-orbit conserving colli-
sions. Because the change in spin-orbit state is governed by
the difference potential, the discrepancy in the steric asym-
metry may arise from inaccuracies of the difference poten-
tial. For NO-Ar the difference potential has been thought to
be less reliable than the sum potential.16,17

The dependence of the cross section on the incoming

FIG. 5. Steric asymmetries for inelastic scattering fromF1( j 50.5) into
final rotational statesF1( j 8,e8). The present experimental values for SA
~d! are referenced to the left axis, and calculations ofSi→ f on the
RCCSD~T! surface~Ref. 35! ~h! and on the CEPA surface~Ref. 34! ~L! are
referenced to the right axis.

FIG. 6. Ratio of initialL-doublet cross sections for inelastic scattering from
F1( j 50.5) into final rotational statesF1( j 8,e8): present experimental val-
ues~d!, calculations on the RCCSD~T! surface~Ref. 35! ~h!, and calcula-
tions on the CEPA surface~Ref. 34! ~L!.
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L-doublet component,Le8 , is given in Table II and plotted
against the final rotational state in Fig. 8. The apparent ex-
perimental ratios for scattering into thee states withD j 53
and D j 56 are negative, a nonphysical result for positive
cross sections. As discussed above, for (I 21I 1)/I 0 close to
a2, the effect of systematic uncertainty in the mixing param-
eters, which is not included in the stated precision, can be
significant. These negative ratios are therefore best inter-
preted asLe8!1. Note the widely different values for
Le51 ( j 851.5) predicted by calculations on the CEPA and
RCCSD~T! surfaces. Comparison with experiment for this
transition must also account for final-state mixing of the
L-doublet levels by the orientation field. This effect, which is
expected to be significant only forF2 j 51.5, has not been
included in the present analysis. In all other cases the results
on the CEPA and RCCSD~T! surfaces agree rather well. For
D j <4, parity conservation plays at most a minor role. For
D j >6 the scattering exhibits a propensity for total parity
changing collisions. For the highest final states,D j >9, the
ratiosLe8 for outgoinge levels are nearly equal to the recip-
rocals of the ratios for outgoingf levels. The calculations are
in qualitative agreement with the experimental determina-
tions.

Transitions that preserve the overall parity are governed
by terms of even angular symmetry in the potential energy
surface.45 A preference for parity changing in the spin-orbit
changing collisions is directly explicable from inspection of
the potentials in Fig. 1. WhereasF1→F1 scattering is gov-

FIG. 7. Steric asymmetries for inelastic scattering fromF1( j 50.5) into
final rotational statesF2( j 8,e8). The present experimental values for SA
~d! are referenced to the left axis, and calculations ofSi→ f on the
RCCSD~T! surface~Ref. 35! ~h! and on the CEPA surface~Ref. 34! ~L! are
referenced to the right axis.

TABLE II. Steric asymmetries andL-doublet propensities forF1→F2 scattering. Uncertainty estimates reflect
the precision of the individual determinations and do not include possible systematic errors.

j 8 e8

Steric asymmetry L-doublet propensity

Experiment
SA ~61s!

RCCSD~T!
Si→ f

CEPA
Si→ f

Experiment
Le8(61s)

RCCSD~T!
Le8

CEPA
Le8

1.5 1 20.1260.02 0.0628 0.0608 1.960.2 5.2371 0.0554
1.5 21 ¯ 0.3668 0.3542 ¯ 13.8044 13.2418
2.5 1 20.0960.02 0.0661 0.0843 1.960.2 0.7528 0.9205
2.5 21 20.0360.03 0.1985 0.1857 2.460.3 1.8771 1.4766
3.5 1 20.1760.02 0.1459 0.1158 20.260.1 0.2556 0.0934
3.5 21 20.2260.02 0.363 0.3384 1.760.1 4.5743 5.9394
4.5 1 0.1360.01 20.1081 20.1538 0.4360.06 0.4388 0.5471
4.5 21 0.1460.02 20.1306 20.2018 4.260.3 2.8428 2.1383
5.5 1 20.4160.02 0.4474 0.3979 0.860.2 1.1511 0.8953
5.5 1 20.4560.01 1.260.1
5.5 21 20.4660.02 0.3638 0.4097 2.560.2 0.9258 1.2156
6.5 1 0.1760.01 20.0790 20.1308 20.460.1 0.3118 0.4174
6.5 21 0.1360.01 20.2252 20.3051 10.660.6 4.1141 2.8998
7.5 1 20.5160.01 0.5751 0.5590 0.2860.15 1.9187 1.5286
7.5 21 20.5260.01 0.3036 0.3557 0.860.1 0.4678 0.6143
8.5 1 0.1160.01 20.0548 20.0957 0.2560.06 0.3811 0.5222
8.5 21 0.1460.03 20.2349 20.2683 5.760.6 3.5774 2.4648
8.5 21 0.1060.01 8.560.4
9.5 1 20.4960.01 0.5202 0.5473 3.060.2 2.2981 1.9457
9.5 21 20.3460.02 0.2318 0.2855 0.360.1 0.3682 0.4416
9.5 21 20.3860.02 0.360.1

10.5 1 0.1060.02 20.0673 20.1058 0.560.1 0.5587 0.8585
10.5 21 0.1260.03 20.2097 20.2352 3.260.4 2.4998 1.6668
11.5 1 20.2560.04 0.4148 0.4943 2.560.5 2.7536 2.8755
11.5 21 20.2360.03 0.1416 0.1947 0.560.2 0.3038 0.2721
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erned byV1,1, theF1→F2 transitions are induced byV1,21 .
TheV1,21 surface displays a more heteronuclear angular de-
pendence@i.e., more prominent odd-l terms in Eq.~4!# than
doesV(1,1), which is more nearly homonuclear. The lack of
parity conservation in the spin-orbit changing collisions for
the NO-He system therefore suggests that these transitions
are affected to a significant degree by odd-l terms in the
difference potential.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Steric asymmetries andL-doublet propensities have
been measured for spin-orbit conserving and spin-orbit
changing collisions of NO with He. The steric asymmetries
for scattering into both spin-orbit states exhibit a prominent
alternation in sign withD j . This alternation is larger and
more regular than that observed in previous studies of
NO-Ar collisions, supporting earlier proposals23 of a domi-
nant role of scattering from the repulsive core in producing
the alternation.

Comparison of scattering calculations with experiment
shows that the RCCSD~T! potential energy surface of
He-NO is reliable and is slightly better than the CEPA PES,
but both surfaces give reasonable agreement with experi-
ment. The agreement is slightly poorer for the spin-orbit
changing collisions than for spin-orbit conserving collisions,
which might suggest that the difference potential in both
PESs is somewhat less accurate than the sum potential.
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